We are growing.
Are you?
Ogone is looking for a

qa engineer / Test analyst m/f
for our Brussels HQ
Your Job
Your main responsibility is to support the different agile development teams in testing their user stories and
follow-up testing occurring in different departments. In the day to day, you are part of the Software Development
Life Cycle from start to delivery, first working with Agile Product Owners to improve User Stories quality, next
supporting the developers while they build the software, in the testing phase itself you perform tests & defect
follow-up; and lastly you help validate the Acceptance Criteria to achieve a successful release.
You are the (test) team member for one of our Development Teams, where you support the developers in
improving their test cases or writing test cases yourself, performing both structured as exploratory testing and
help investigate and follow-up defects.
You are also part of the centralized QA team. Together with the other QA-engineers, you help construct long
term test process improvements and share them with your agile team. You are also the link between the test
automation specialist and the teams, selecting good candidates for automated regression testing.
We offer you a position in a growing team, where:
You can discover and put your talents to good use
Your team members and coordinator support you in your tasks
You are appreciated for your initiatives
Growth opportunities:
You would be joining a small team of several other dedicated QA Engineers, who have different but complementary
talents. The Ogone QA team mainly interacts directly with the members of various agile development teams and with
Product or Project Managers. The Ogone culture makes it possible for employees to explore new responsibilities within
the function or even rotate into another job.

Your qualities
Personal Background:
Higher education in IT/Engineering or equivalent by experience
2+ years of experience in testing
Languages:
Corporate language is English
Knowledge of French and/or Dutch, knowing both is an asset
Technical skills:
Technical affinity towards software
Experience with HP Quality Center is an asset
ISEB-certification is an asset
Being familiar with Agile/Scrum methodology is an asset
Soft skills:
You encourage change and continuous improvement, and like to work in a growing and fast-paced company
You like to investigate complex problems and need a constant challenge
You are creative, pro-active and you take action on your beliefs
You are a good listener and negotiator
You are a team player, but are independent and self-reliant in your tasks
You like to focus your energy in an efficient way
You live by the motto “Failure is just a step towards great quality”

Why Ogone?
You work with complex products in a host of different sectors at the national and international level. You grow
because your job challenges your skills every day. Your colleagues are all totally committed: there’s a reason why
we are growing all the time. In our open corporate culture you have freedom to achieve your goals and further
your career.
Set your sights on becoming QA Engineer / Test Analyst? We welcome your drive. Your responsibilities and
experience attract a competitive salary with benefits and training opportunities.

Who we are
Ogone Payment Services is a leading European Payment Service Provider with international reach. Around
the world, businesses trust Ogone to manage and secure their online payments, help prevent fraud and
drive their business. The company is headquartered in Belgium, has operations in India and maintains
regional offices throughout the world, with offices in Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, United Arab Emirates and the United States of America.

Come and grow with us
Interested in a career in e-commerce? Don’t hesitate, apply now.
Send your motivation letter and CV to Ogone, HR Recruitment: hr@ogone.com
Ogone, Woluwedal 102, 1200 Brussels

